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Abstract

The ability to form equivalent relations between sign and referent — symboliza-
tion — is one of the important cognitive components of language. Equivalent 
relations have the properties of symmetry (if A→B then B→A), reflexivity (A→A, 
B→B), and transitivity (if A→B and B→C, then A→C). The current study evalu-
ates whether reflexivity can be spontaneously revealed in hooded crows (Cor-
vus cornix) without training after the formation of the symmetry relation. These 
birds were previously taught an arbitrary matching-to-sample task with the let-
ters “S” and “V” as samples, and sets of images (same-sized and different-sized 
figures) as comparisons. Positive results in the transfer tests showed that the 
crows associated letters with the concepts of sameness/difference. After that, 
they successfully passed the symmetry test, in which samples and comparisons 
were switched around. In the present experiment we found out that the crows 
passed the reflexivity test (A→A, B→B) without identity training. We hypothesize 
that if the subject associates the sample not with certain stimuli but rather with 
concepts, it facilitates the formation of equivalence relations between them. 
Keywords: equivalence, reflexivity, symmetry, concept formation, identity 
matching-to-sample, arbitrary matching-to-sample, hooded crows. 

Introduction

In human language, relations between sign and referent are equivalent (Carr and 
Felce, 2000; Burlak, 2018). By definition (Sidman et al., 1982; Sidman and Tail-
by, 1982), equivalent relations have the properties of symmetry (if stimulus B is 
matched to stimulus A, then stimulus A is matched to stimulus B), reflexivity (a 
stimulus is matched to itself, A→A, B→B), and transitivity (if A is matched to B 
and B is matched to C, then A is matched to C).

Specific mechanisms of the formation of equivalence relations may be isolat-
ed and investigated in experiments in animals. Sample–comparison equivalence 
in non-human subjects has been actively studied for the last 35 years (Sidman et 
al., 1982; Sidman and Tailby, 1982), yet experimental data on this issue are contro-
versial and the mechanisms for the formation of sign–reference equivalence are 
not clear enough (Lionello-DeNolf, 2009). The matching-to-sample (MTS) task is 
often used to investigate the mechanisms of equivalence formation. For example, 
the subject can be trained to match the comparison stimulus B to the sample 
A (A→B, arbitrary matching-to-sample task). Then, after training the test can 
reveal whether subjects can exhibit untrained relations of symmetry (B→A) or 
reflexivity (A→A and B→B). The MTS task can also be used to find out if the sub-
ject is capable of performing the trained relation with new stimuli. For example, 
after training an identity MTS task with certain stimuli (A→A, B→B), the reflex-
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ivity test with new stimuli reveals whether the subject 
has learned the reflectivity relation (generalized identity 
MTS rule); or, after training an arbitrary MTS task with 
certain stimuli (A→B, B→A, C→D), the symmetry test 
(D→C) reveals whether the subject has learned the sym-
metry relation. 

Positive results in these tests are infrequent and usu-
ally appear only after the training of another equivalence 
property. For instance, one of three chimpanzees (Pan 
troglodytes; Tomonaga, Matsuzawa, Fujita and Yamamo-
to, 1991) passed the symmetry test (B→A) after not only 
arbitrary MTS (A→B), but also identity MTS training (re-
flexivity training: A→A, B→B). The positive result in the 
symmetry test is probably due to the fact that during iden-
tity training, the subject learned that the same stimulus 
(A1 and A2; B1 and B2) can be used both as sample and 
as comparison (e.g., Frank and Wasserman, 2005), which 
demonstrates not only reflectivity relations, but also sym-
metrical relations (A1→A2; A2→A1; B1→B2; B2→B1). 
Positive results of the symmetry test after identity and 
arbitrary training with the same stimuli were received in 
one of three capuchin monkeys (Cebus apella; Santos et 
al, 2003) and both of two pigeons (Columba livia; Frank 
and Wasserman, 2005). However, the demonstration of 
one equivalence property does not guarantee another. For 
example, three language-trained chimpanzees failed the 
symmetry test (B→A) after identity (A→A, B→B) and ar-
bitrary training (A→B; Dugdale and Lowe, 2000). 

Long-lasting scrupulous pigeon studies by P. J. Ur-
cuioli and colleagues (e.g., Sweeney and Urcuioli, 2010; 
Urcuioli, 2011; Urcuioli and Swisher, 2012; Swisher 
and Urcuioli, 2018) made a substantial contribution to 
this field of research. Pigeons were trained and tested 
through the use of the go/no go procedure: sample and 
comparison are demonstrated one after the other at the 
same location. According to Urcuioli’s (2008) theory, the 
properties of the matching stimuli include their location 
and ordinal position within a trial (e.g., the sample stim-
ulus is not just “A” but “A-on-the-center-key-in-the-first-
ordinal-position”). The sample and comparison stimuli 
on the reinforced successive matching baseline trials 
become members of the same stimulus class. The ele-
ments common to more than one class will cause their 
respective smaller classes to merge into larger ones, and 
the stimuli become members of an equivalence class. 
Urcuioli’s theory provides the theoretical basis for pre-
dicting the emergence of reflexivity, symmetry and tran-
sitivity relations in the equivalence class members. Ex-
perimental results provide support for Urcuioli’s (2008) 
theory, but not always (e.g., Sweeney and Urcuioli, 2010; 
Urcuioli and Swisher, 2012). This means that something 
other than the mechanisms proposed in the theory ac-
count for the overall pattern of observed results.

In most of the studies, the training and testing pro-
cedures use a limited number of stimuli (e.g., Tomonaga, 

Matsuzawa, Fujita and Yamamoto, 1991; Dugdale and 
Lowe, 2000; Frank and Wasserman, 2005; Swisher and 
Urcuioli, 2018). As a result, the animal is trained several 
‘‘if, then’’ relations: if the sample is A1, then choose B1 as 
comparison; if the sample is A2, then choose B2 as com-
parison, and so on. We believe that if the subject associ-
ates the samples not with separate comparisons but with 
concepts, it might facilitate the formation of equiva-
lence relations. Similar ideas are shared by other authors 
(Medam, Marzouki, Montant and Fagot, 2016): stimulus 
equivalence and categorization are closely related (e.g., 
in language, the referent of a word usually corresponds 
to a category rather than a particular object), and cat-
egory learning might promote equivalence. In our opin-
ion, this is evidenced by the results of I. M. Pepperberg 
(2006). A grey parrot (Psittacus erithacus) named Alex 
was previously trained to vocally produce English quan-
tity labels for sets of up to six items. He was able to per-
form the task with novel items (Pepperberg and Gordon, 
2005), therefore, he matched quantity labels not only to 
particular sets of items but to concepts of number. After 
that the parrot spontaneously revealed transitivity: Alex 
associated Arabic numbers with their relevant physical 
quantities (B→C and C→B) after being trained to match 
vocal quantity labels to the set of items and vice-versa 
(A→B; B→A) and to identify Arabic numerals 1–6 with 
the same vocal labels and vice-versa (C→A; A→C; Pep-
perberg, 2006). We obtained similar results (Smirnova, 
Lazareva and Zorina, 2002; Smirnova, 2011): crows that 
previously formed the generalized IMTS rule were able 
to spontaneously establish a correspondence between 
Arabic numerals 1–8 and the number of elements in the 
images (A→C and C→A) by comparing the previously 
obtained information about the number of mealworms 
corresponding to the Arabic numeral (A→B) or the 
number of elements in the images (C→B). 

In order to test the assumption that if the sub-
ject associated the samples with the concepts, it might 
facilitate the formation of equivalence relations, we 
taught two groups of hooded crows (Corvus cornix) to 
match the image of the letter “S” as a sample to images 
of same-sized figures as a comparison (circles, squares, 
or triangles, etc.) and the image of the letter “V” as a 
sample to images of different-sized figures as a compari-
sons (Samuleeva and Smirnova, 2019a, b). The process 
of learning was extremely long. For example, the birds 
had been taught to match “S” as a sample to an image of 
same-sized circles as a comparison and “V” as a sample 
to an image of different-sized circles as a comparison 
after more than 4000  trials. After being taught the ar-
bitrary MTS tasks with 12 comparisons (six images of 
identical-sized figures and six images of different-sized 
figures), two crows reliably transferred discriminative 
responding to new stimuli from the same categories 
that were used in training (same-sized or different-sized 
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figures) as well as to stimuli from a different category 
(same-shape or different-shape figures). Positive results 
in the transfer tests showed that the crows associated let-
ters “S” and “V” with the concepts of sameness/differ-
ence. After that, they successfully passed the symmetry 
test, in which samples and comparisons were switched 
around (Samuleeva and Smirnova, 2019a, b). With these 
results, one might argue that samples and comparison 
become equivalent. Another argument for this would be 
a positive result of the reflexivity test.

Reflexivity is demonstrated when the subject that 
has been trained to relate various identical stimuli can 
do so immediately and accurately when presented com-
pletely novel stimuli (identity matching-to-sample; 
Schusterman and Kastak, 1993)  or when the subject 
performs an identity matching-to-sample task sponta-
neously, without direct training, after symmetry or tran-
sitivity training (Sweeney and Urcuioli, 2010; Swisher 
and Urcuioli, 2018). However, not everyone agrees that 
reflexivity is the same as generalized identity (e.g., Saun-
ders and Green, 1992; Swisher and Urcuioli, 2018).

As far as we know, the only data on reflexivity emer-
gence were obtained by Urcuioli and colleagues. Swee-
ney and Urcuioli (2010), Urcuioli (2011), and Urcuioli 
and Swisher (2012) reported that most of their pigeons 
(four of four in Urcuioli, 2011; five of six in the other two 
studies) demonstrated reflexivity on A→A probe-test 
trials after they were trained on A→B, B→A, and B→B 
identity successive matching. According to the authors, 
the test results can be explained not only by Urcuioli’s 
(2008) theory of pigeon stimulus-class formation, but 
also by the generalized identity matching interpretation. 
We, however, believe that the second explanation is un-
likely because it is quite difficult to get pigeons to dem-
onstrate full same/different concept learning (e.g., they 
needed to be trained 256 unique stimuli combinations; 
Wright and Katz, 2006). The first demonstration of true 
reflexivity emergence based solely on arbitrary matching 
reinforcement contingencies was provided by Swisher 
and Urcuioli (2018): the pigeons showed evidence for 
reflexivity after concurrent training on successive A→B, 
B→C, and A→C matching. 

Previously, we examined same-different concep-
tualization by hooded crows (Smirnova, Lazareva and 
Zorina, 2000; Smirnova, Zorina, Obozova and Wasser-
man, 2015). After long, repeated training of an identity 
MTS task with several different kinds of visual stimuli 
(single stimuli of varying colors or shapes and clusters of 
stimuli containing varying numbers of items), the crows 
reliably transferred discriminative responding to new 
stimuli from the same categories that were used in train-
ing (other colors, shapes, and numbers of items), as well 
as to stimuli from a different category (stimuli varying 
in size), suggesting that the birds had acquired a general 
rule based on physical identity. The rule was applicable 

even to novel two-item sample and comparison stimuli 
involving only relational sameness (analogical reason-
ing task; Smirnova, Zorina, Obozova and Wasserman, 
2015).

In the current experiments, we seek to find out if 
the property of reflexivity (matching stimuli to them-
selves) can emerge without identity matching training in 
hooded crows that were previously taught an arbitrary 
MTS task, associated the letters “S” and “V” with the 
concepts of sameness/difference, and passed the sym-
metry test successfully.

Method

The subjects were two hooded crows (Corvus cornix L.) 
at least two years old. Both birds were delivered to the 
laboratory after treatment in a veterinary hospital fol-
lowing injury in the wild. As was described in the intro-
duction, the crows (Crow 1, Samuleeva and Smirnova, 
2019b; and Crow  2, Samuleeva and Smirnova, 2019a) 
had been previously taught an arbitrary MTS task, as-
sociated the letters “S” and “V” with the same/differ-
ent concepts, and then had passed the symmetry test 
(B→A). 

The birds were housed in small groups in the avi-
ary of the Biology Department of Lomonosov Moscow 
State University, Russia. Throughout the experiment, the 
birds had free access to water. The tests were carried out 
in spring 2015 (Crow 1) and spring 2018 (Crow 2).

A wire mesh cage (70×35×35  сm) and a plastic 
tray (20×30 сm) with a handle were used (Fig. 1). Be-
fore each trial, the tray was prepared out of sight of the 
bird. Two cups were placed on the tray. The cards (com-
parison stimuli) covered the cups. The sample stimulus 
was placed between the comparison stimuli. All the 
images on the stimuli were printed on cardboard cards 

Fig. 1. Experimental design. A — experimenter, B — opaque screen, 
С — crow.
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(7×7 cm). In order to prevent the bird’s accidental train-
ing during the test, identity test trials were intermixed 
with arbitrary matching baseline ones: each of the three 
baseline trials were followed by one test trial (Fig. 2). In 
baseline trials, one cup contained two mealworms and 
the other cup was empty (so the crow accesses food only 
after a correct choice), whereas in testing trials both 
cups contained mealworms. An opaque plastic screen 
was placed between the experimenter and the crow: nei-
ther the bird nor the experimenter could see one anoth-
er, precluding a ‘‘Clever Hans’’ effect. The procedure of 
two-alternative simultaneous MTS is described in more 
details elsewhere (Smirnova, Lazareva and Zorina, 2000; 
Smirnova, Zorina, Obozova and Wasserman, 2015).

We conducted three reflexivity tests (Fig. 2). In all 
baseline trials (arbitrary MTS task) if the sample was the 
letter “S” or “V”, then comparisons were images of same- 
and different-shape figures; if the sample was an image 
of figures, then the comparisons were the letters “S” 
and “V”. The birds had successfully performed arbitrary 
matching to sample with these stimuli earlier (Samulee-
va and Smirnova, 2019a, b). In the test trials, the sample 
was the same as one of the comparisons (identity MTS 

task). Each of the 1st and 2nd tests contained 24  test 
and 72 baseline trials. The stimuli in the tests trials were 
12 images of same-shape figures and 12 images of differ-
ent-shape figures. Test stimuli combinations were never 
repeated within the test (they were presented only once). 
On the 1st test in each test trial, one comparison was an 
image of same-shape figures while another comparison 
was an image of different-shape ones. On the 2nd test in 
each of the 24 test trials, both comparisons were images 
of either same-shape or different-shape figures. The 3rd 
test included 24 test trials in which the stimuli were new 
images (numerical symbols 1–8; stimuli combinations 
were never repeated within this part of the test); 24 test 
trials in which the stimuli were the letters “S” and “V”; 
and 144  baseline trials. Test trials with the numerical 
symbols and with the letters in the test were intermixed. 
For statistical analysis we used STATISTICA for Win-
dows 7; significance as compared with chance accuracy 
level (50 %) estimated for binomial distribution; in order 
to determine the significance of differences between two 
proportions we used the two-tailed z-test.

This research was conducted in compliance with 
EU Directive 2010/63/EU.

Fig. 2. Examples of baseline (green background) and test (pink background) trials in three reflexivity tests. The reinforced stimulus in each trial 
is indicated by an arrow.
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Results and discussion

In Test 1  the percentage of correct choices for Crow 
1 was 75 % (n=24, p=0.003) on the test trials and 66.7 % 
(n=72, p=0.001) on the baseline trials with insignificant 
difference between percentages of correct choices in 
the baseline and the test (p=0.447). Because of the low 
level of performance in the baseline trials we conducted 
an additional arbitrary MTS session with the baseline 
trials. Performance in this session did not improve in 
more than 1000 trials, so this bird did not participate in 
Tests 2 and 3.

In Test  1 the percentage of correct choices for 
Crow  2 was 79.2 % (n=24, p=0.001)  on the test trials 
and 80.6 % (n=72, p<0.001) on the baseline match tri-
als. The difference between the percentages of correct 
choices in the baseline and the test trials was insignifi-
cant (p=0.881). Crow 2 also succeeded in Tests 2 and 3. 
The bird revealed performance at above chance level in 
the 2nd test with percentage of correct choices as fol-
lows: 83.3 % (n=24, p<0.001) in the test trials and 75.0 % 
(n=72, р<0.001) in the baseline trials with insignificant 
difference between them (p=0.401). 

In the 3rd test performance in the test trials was 
81.3 % (n=48, p<0.001). Crow  2 succeeded in both 
types of test trials: when stimuli were numerical sym-
bols (87.5 %, n=24, р<0.001) and when stimuli were the 
letters “S” and “V” (75 %, n=24, p=0.003). In the trials 
with numerical symbols 1–8  the percentage of correct 
choices was numerically but not reliably (p=0.267) more 
than in the trials with the letters. This could be due to the 
increased interest of the bird to the new stimuli (images 
of numerical symbols 1–8). The percentage of correct 
choices in 144 baseline trials was 81.9 % (p<0.001) with 
no significant difference between the baseline and test 
trials with numerical symbols (p=0.503) and letters “S” 
and “V” (p=0.424).

There were neither numerical (79.2 %, 83.3 %, 
81.3 %) nor reliable differences between the percent-
ages of correct choices in the 1st and the 2nd tests 
(p=0.711)  and the 1st and the 3rd tests (p=0.441, 
p=0.418). That is one reason why we argue that positive 
test results cannot be due to learning during the tests. 
Another argument that learning was also unlikely is that 
in the test trials we reinforce both correct and incorrect 
choices. In addition to this, in all test trials (except ones 
with the letters “S” and “V” in the 3rd test), the stimuli 
combinations were never repeated within the test and 
were presented only once. Furthermore, it was shown 
that the crows needed thousands of trials to learn the 
identity MTS task (Smirnova, Lazareva and Zorina, 
2000). All of the above supports the point of view that 
the crows in our current experiment could not learn the 
identity MTS task through a limited number of unique 
test trials. 

Thus, we found out that the crows can perform the 
identity matching-to-sample task without explicit train-
ing, i.e., they can spontaneously reveal the reflexivity 
relation. As far as we know, only Swisher and Urcuioli 
(2018) had demonstrated this emergent relation based 
only on arbitrary MTS training. Previously we found out 
that the crows can spontaneously reveal the symmetry 
relation (Samuleeva and Smirnova, 2019a, b). Taken to-
gether the results indicate that relations between sam-
ples (letters “S” and “V”) and the comparisons (concepts 
of sameness/difference) are equivalent. These relations 
became equivalent after the arbitrary MTS training dur-
ing which the birds associated each sample with a set of 
stimuli with shared features (Samuleeva and Smirnova, 
2019a, b). 

During arbitrary MTS training the crows first 
learned several “if, then” rules: e.g., if the sample is “S”, 
then choose the image of same-sized figures, and if the 
sample is “V”, then choose the image of different-sized 
figures. After long arbitrary MTS training with two sets 
of stimuli with shared features (six images of same fig-
ures and six images of different figures), positive results 
of the transfer tests with new comparisons allow us to 
argue that the birds have associated the samples (let-
ters “S” and “V”) with categorical representations of 
objects — the concepts of sameness/difference. Thereby 
the birds had acquired a general matching rule: if the 
sample is “S”, then choose the image of same figures; if 
the sample is “V”, then choose the image of different fig-
ures. Positive results of the symmetry test (Samuleeva 
and Smirnova, 2019a,  b) and the reflexivity test allow 
us to argue that the letters “S” and “V” and concepts 
of sameness/difference became equivalent. Therefore, 
to solve the task, an even more general matching rule 
has become applicable — choose a comparison equiva-
lent to the sample. Only the formation of such a general 
matching rule explains why the crow passed reflexiv-
ity tests not only with familiar stimuli, but also with 
new ones  — numerical symbols  1–8 (Samuleeva and 
Smirnova, 2019a). 

Our results support the hypothesis that if the sub-
ject associated the sample not with certain stimuli but 
with concepts, then it facilitates the formation of equiva-
lence relations between them. 

Conclusion

We have found evidence for the emergence of reflexiv-
ity without identity matching training in hooded crows. 
Our results may indicate that the acquisition of cat-
egorical representations of objects (or concepts) might 
promote the emergence of equivalence between these 
categories and the labels to which they are associated, 
and, consequently, symmetry and reflexivity relations 
between them. 
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